
INNOVATIVE
DESIGN

In the early years of spread of automatic gates the cost to have them 
was very high. The automation was economically for the few and the 
�ashing light, installed in evidence, in addition to its role of signaller, 
was used as a status symbol: large and very showy. Today the gate 
automation is a�ordable for many and the role of the �ashing light has 
changed.
MICRO-FLASH is a small �ashing light perfectly integrable in the 
system because of its size, but at the same time gives the maximum 
visibility during movement to signal the danger.

A nice gate need a nice �ashing light. Well visible...
 but ONLY when it's NECESSARY.
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power supply 12-24V
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To each version of MICRO a back gasket was 
added, which guarantees a better adherence 

on every kind of wall and more insulation. 
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MADE IN ITALY

MICRO-FLASH allows 
choosing, through a 
jumper, 2 �ashing types: 
steady light, �ashing 
light.

Power supply

24Vac +20% / -10%
24Vdc +/-20%

12Vdc +10% / -5%

MAX absorption
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Brightness
(lm)
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TECHNICAL DATA

Operating temperature: -20°C, +60°C

APE - 550 / 1042

MICRO-FLASH LUX

APE - 550 / 1043

MICRO-FLASH GREEN

MICRO-FLASH is the innovative led �ashing light designed to make the automation of garage doors more beautiful 
and high tech looking

Wall-mounted led �ashing light
Led �ashing lights/

-FLASH

- perfect for overhead and sectional doors

- visible only when is �ashing

- can be installed anywhere in few minutes

IP65
degree of

protection
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to signal in a discrete way a garage door or a shutter

LED �asher battery-operated
and with motion sensor

POWERLED

to light-on pro�les of vehicle barriers

to signal the movement of any automation
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NEW

Motion sensor with adjustable sensitivity
- Without li and radio connection
- Illuminates the moving edge
- Power supply: no.3 AA LR 1.5V batteries
- Dimensions: 230x30x24 (prof ) mm

APE - 556 / 2036
POWERLED

It mounts directly on 
the lock (shutter, 

sectional door, gate) 
recessed or 

wall-mounted

 LARGE DIMENSIONS

connections

electrical cable
downwards
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Wall-mounted led �ashing light
Led �ashing lights/
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